Detection of Driver Modules with Rarely Mutated Genes in Cancers.
Identifying driver modules or pathways is a key challenge to interpret the molecular mechanisms and pathogenesis underlying cancer. An increasing number of studies suggest that rarely mutated genes are important for the development of cancer. However, the driver modules consisting of mutated genes with low-frequency driver mutations are not well characterized. To identify driver modules with rarely mutated genes, we propose a functional similarity index to quantify the functional relationship between rarely mutated genes and other ones in the same module. Then, we develop a method to detect Driver Modules with Rarely mutated Genes (DMRG) by incorporating the functional similarity, coverage and mutual exclusivity. By applying DMRG on TCGA cancer dataset on three networks: HINT+HI2012, iRefIndex and MultiNet, we detect driver modules intersecting with the well-known signalling pathways and protein complexes, such as the cell cycle pathway and the mediator complex. DMRG can also detect driver modules effectively with 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of samples by random selection. When compared with HotNet2, DMRG detects more rarely mutated cancer genes and has higher pathway enrichment. Overall, DMRG provides an effective method for the identification of driver modules with rarely mutated genes.